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(71) We, Ab Limsxra, a Swedish Joint-

Stock Company, of Hisings Karra, Sweden,
do hereby declare the invention, for which we
pray that a patent may be granted to us, and

5 the method by which it is to be performed,

to be particularly described in and by the
following statement:—

This invention relates to an improved build-

ing structure composed of panels joined at

10 their edges by first tongue and groove con-

nections having elements located in the plane

of the building structure as well as by second
tongue and groove connections having ele-

ments located perpendicular to said plane.

15 The mounting and interconnection of fiibri-

cated panel elements implies certain diflScul-

ties and an object of this invention is to pro-
vide a self locking device by means of which
the building panels may be interlocked in

20 a simple and efficient manner: characterised

in that the two tongue and groove connec-
tions are designed to permit a second panel
to be swung into the plane of the buuding
structure after being brought into contact

25 with elements of the connections at a first

panel akeady fitted in. the plane of the struc-

ture, and further in a third member locked
in tiit joint between the two panels and ex-
tending outside the same substantially at right

30 angles to the panels.

The accompanying drawings show, by way
of example only, several embodiments of the
invention, in which:

Figure 1 shows in section a partition wall

35 composed of two parallel sets of panels;

Figure 2 shows a section through a modi-
fied design of a double skin wall where metal
members are utilized to form the tongues of

the second connection;

40 Figure 3 shows a front view of an alterna-

tive arrangement of the metal member utilized

in Figure 2; while

Figure 4 shows a modified design of a metal
member utilized to form the second tongue

45 connection.

Figure 1 shows a wall composed of pands -

arranged spaced apart and parallel to each

other and connected according to the inven-

tion. The panels are alternatively marked 1

and 2 respectively. One is provided at least 50
at one edge with a tongue 3, and the other

panel 2 is provided with a corresponding

groove 4. This tongue and groove connection
Sius is arranged in the plane of the wall.

The panels 1 and 2 have interengaging paral- 55
lei surfaces 1 parallel to the plane of the
wall at half the thickness of the panels. A
groove 7 is arranged in a backing member
10 fitted at the joint and opposite to a groove
8 in the adjacent panel 1 or 2, respectively 60
these grooves 7 and 8 thus are arranged
perpendicularly to the plane of the wall and
are arranged to receive a common tongue 9.

This tongue may consist of a strip of fibre

board and is suitably connected to one of 65
the grooves 7 or 8, for instance by ^ueing.
In order that a sufficient support for the
two panels in relatioo to eadi other be ob-
tained it is essential that the distance be-
tween the tongue and groove of the second 70
connection and the first mentioned connection

3, 4 be greater than the depth of the tongue
3. These two tongue and groove connections
are designed to permit a second panel to be
swung into the plane of the building struc- 75
ture.

The panels 1 and 2 are comparatively thin
and the jwnt is strengthened by the backing
member 10 farovided on the inside of the
pands.

_
The interconnection of the spaced 80

panels is made by means of cross pieces 24,
which are interlockingly connected to the
panels, each cross piece forms together with
a backing members 10 fitted at each edge
thereof a thkd member, which is locked in 85
the joins between the two panels and ex-
tends away from the same substantially at
right angles to the panels. For this purpose
each panel 1 and 2 is provided with a longi-
tudinal groove 25, in its inner plane side, 90
said groove being adapted to receive a cor-
respondingly formed tongue 26 on the adja-
ceat edge of the cross piece 24. Parallel to
but ^aced from and perpendicular to each
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tongue 26 is a further groove 27, co-operat-

ing with a tongue 28, being part of an edge

or heel on the pertaining backing member

10- . . ^•
The mounting of a partition of this type

is performed as follows:

—

A panel 2 is for instance by means of a

lodcing board 30, secured to a connecting

piece 29 that has the same width as the de-

sired distance between the panels. A cross

piece 24 is then mounted by introducing the

tongue 26 in groove 25. A panel 1 is there-

after arranged in an interlocking grip, which

occurs when tongue 3 of panel 2 is inserted

15 in groove 4 of element 1. A backing meniber

10 is then fitted by inserting tongue 28 into

groove 27 and tongue 9 into grooves 7 and

8. This procedure is repeated until the one

side face of the partition with the necessary

20 cross pieces has been erected. AU^ electrical

conducts mav now be mounted inside the

partition wall, as well as possible insulating

material. The panels of the opposite face of

the partition side is then brought to interlock-

ing ^rip with the cross pieces 24, step by step

as°has been described for the first half par-

tition.

Figure 2 shows the joint between the two

skins of a double wall of modified design. The

30 individual skins are basically of the same de-

sign as that in Figure 1 and the same re-

ference numerals are used. The tongue 9 of

the second connection is however, here ob-

tained bv turning parts of the flanges of a

U-shaped metal member alternatively in oppo-

10

25

35

angles Jhereto—but it may with higher walls

just form a strengthening of the structure.

If the building elements 1 and 2 are to be

used as partition walls between rooms, said

elements are preferably formed with the same

height as the height of the room, and one

longitudinal side on each element is provided

with a groove and the other longitudinal side

with a tongue according to the invention.

Panels adapted as floor—or roofboards are

suitablv formed along two bordering sides with

grooves, and along the two remaining sides

with tongues. The tongues 9, 17, 22, 28 and

the co-operating grooves 7, 8, 18, 27 may

have the same length as the panels or may

be shorter. The material in the edge portions

of the panels may be synthetic resin or a

suitable metal, for instance aluminium.

WHATWE CLAIM IS:—
1. A building structure composed of panels,

joined at their edges by first tongue and groove

connection having elements located in the

plane of the building structure, as vvell as

bv second tongue and groove connection hay-

ing elements located perpendicular to said

plane, characterised in that the two tongue

and groove connections are designed to permit

a second panel to be swung into the plane

of the building structure after being brought

into contact with elements of the connections

at a first panel already fitted in the plane of

the structure, and further in a third member

locked in the joint between the two panels
TT sh-inpH nipnl member alternativelv in oppo- locKea m tne joint dcuvcch u.c u>yu i/ai.w.

"^^ZiS^Sl^l^TS the meXr and.e.tending -tside the san.e substamially

^ . t_ ^../,cc h^- at .-tc t^nA at ncht anales to the panels. ,ight angles to the panels.
, _

2. A building structure as claimed in claim

1 in which the third member is a T-shaped

site airections. cai-n buduis ui i«v

will thus have a partial cross bar at its end,

which will fit into the juxtaposed grooves 7

and 8 respectively. The metal member 31 i m wnicn i">=. »»^" "-"'"T; Vnnan. nf 'the

40 forms part of the Wall construction and serves edge portion which forms the tongue of the

to keep the skins in proper position. An alter- second connection,

native arrangement of the metal member is

shown in Figure 3,

Figure 4 shows a further manner of utiliz-

45 ing the edge portion of a metal member for

forming the tongue of the second connection.

The member 32 in this case has essentiallyThe member 32 in this case nas essentiauy lo luim luc luxi^uv. ^-

channel form, and one flange thereof is pro- in both sets of panels,

....VI, oitarnotJvpiv tnrnpfl QO in 4. A building structi

3. A building structure as claimed in claim

2 comprising two sets of parallel panels

spaced apart' from one another, in which the

third member is a shallow U-shaped clement,

the edges of the limbs of which are T-shaped

to form the tongues of the second connection

cnannci it'im, <i:iu unt iian^v vii>.i>-«» r

vided with parts alternatively turned 90 ...

relation to the plane of the flange to form

the tongue 9. The other flange 33 is turned

twice inwards through 90° to rest against

the outer surface of the wall panel 2. Member

32 mav be utilized for supporting various

kinds of elements connected to the wall—-for

instance a further wall connected at nght

4 A building structure composed of panels

as claimed in Claim 1 substantially as here-

inbefore described with reference to Figures 105

1—3 of the accompanying drawings.
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